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BASIC FLECTRICAI TNffNEERING

Note : Be precise in your answen rn case of numrericail probrem assu,me aao *n# Ii#lL
SECTTON-A

Attempt any ssyen of the following:
write fwo characteristics of Active elements

b) Draw the phasor diagrarn
the r.flr.s. voltage.

vr=l00sin 500t

v3= * 50cos 500t
c) Explain the principle

demerits.

I,
a)

b)

7 x2: 14

3x7=21

The two voltage waves are given: Va= lsgsin (wt+45) Vs:75 sin (wt-15)wrhich voltage wave is leading with other and what will be the phase angle bet*een ve and

c) What is series resonance?
d) State Norton's Theorem.
e) Write four advantages of Three phase System.
D why Damping torque is provided * * inoi.rring instrument?g) Define Magnetomotive Force (mm$.
h) write two differences between a transformer and an autotransformer. .l) Write two applications of Synchronou, _o*r. 
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z: Attempt any three parts of,the 
"r:*fi1'rT;3-,a) using Nodal analysis find the current through r o resistance shown in Fig. l.
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Fig"l
calculate the resultant voltage. AIso find

vz:200sin (j00t +n I 3)
v4:l50sin (j00t - ff I 4)

and construction of PMMC type instruments. Discuss their merits and

d) Deduce analogy between electric circuits and magnetic oircuits. Also explain B-H ctrrve anddiscuss its effect on hysteresis loss
e) Derive emf equation of D'c. machine. Also deduce the expression for torque of a dc machine.

SECTION*C
Attempt any five parts of the following questions:

for the following voltages.

5x7=35



4.

a

5.

6.

7.

3. In a 25 kVA, 2000 YDA} V kansforrner the iron and copper losses are 200 W and 400 W
respectively. Calculate the efficiency of half load and 0.8 pf. laggine. Also detennine the
maximum efficiency and corresponding load.
Single phase induction niotor is not self-starting. Explain? Name various startiag methods of
single phase induction motor and explain capacitor nrn motor.
Explain series resonance in RLC circuit. What are the bandwidth and quality factor of the
circuit? Derive expressions for lower and upper half power frequencies for a series RLC
circuit.
A 46 mH inductive coil has a resistance of 10 ohm. How much current will it draw, if
connected across 100 V, 50 Hz source? Also determine the value of capacitance that must be
connected across the coil to make the pbwer factor of the circuit to be unity.
A balanced star connected load of(8 +j6) O perphase is connected to a 3-phase 400 V supply.
Find the line current, power factor, 3-phase power and 3-phase volt-amperes. Also draw the
phasor diagram.

Define power factor. Discuss reasons for poor power factor. How can power factor be
improved?

A dc shunt generator delivers 50 kW at 250 V when running at 500 rpm. The armature and
field resistances are 0.05 ff and 125 O respectively. Calculate the speed of the same machine
and developed torque when running as a shunt motor and taking 50 kw at 250 v.
State and prove maximum power transfer theorem. Find the Value of Rr that we can transfer
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